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Renegade – our signal friendly, color stable, completely dyed 
construction has always been a best seller. Consumers appreciate the 
products ability to match factory tinted glass.   
 
Recently during an examination of the product line, the marketing 
department asked why this line alone had seemingly larger gaps in the 
VLT offerings than the other films. They went on to state that “we 
know that certain states have 35% net laws and nothing in the 
Renegade line seems to accommodate the need for a 35% net 
installation. We have a 50% VLT but that is to light for many 
customers”. 
 
This common sense statement gave the production department at 
Johnson Laminating and Coating pause. They decided that it was a 
fact; we were missing a legal film for installation within those areas for 
which there was a demand. To that end, the R and D department 
began developing a product to meet these needs. 
 
Along the way they came up with a perfect combination of dyed films 
to produce a 30% version of Renegade. After querying the sales 
department in both Europe and the United States, it became evident 
that there was also a need for a 30% product in this line.  
 
While the original plan was to develop a product that would meet a 
state or country needs for a 35% installation, they also came up with 
yet another great film. Johnson Laminating is happy to announce the 
immediate availability of both Renegade 30% and Renegade 43%. 
 
Johnson Laminating and Coating believes this rounds out the color 
stable Renegade line, providing a film in all the most popular VLT’s. No 
need to settle for less than perfect, Renegade has something for 
everyone.   
 
 
 
Johnson Window Film products are manufactured by Johnson Laminating and 

Coating Inc., an ISO 9001: 2015 certified company – BSI™ CERT# 
FM562721. 


